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ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

1.
Germinating cannabis seeds is a relatively 
easy process. However, there are certain ba-
sics that every cultivator must keep in mind 
from the beginning. Remember that seeds 
are living organisms, and your growing envi-
ronment is, in fact, a “nursery” in every sen-
se of the word. Everything you use should 
be sanitized, including your hands. Make 
sure everything is clean!

What your seeds really need to thrive is a 
warm and humid environment. The optimal 
temperature is about 20°C. Light is not ne-
cessary during the initial stage of germina-
tion. Once they begin to grow, their first root 
– known as the tap root – will seek out for 
moisture in order to get your seedlings off to 
a healthy start.

Easy Start: The easy way to get seeds off to a strong start

To ensure the strongest start possible, you can use a Easy Start kit. It 
offers everything needed to germinate cannabis seeds. It comes with 
20 small seed pots filled with Easy Start soil and a packet of Bacto 
Mix. The stimulator is not a fertilizer, but instead, activates the essen-
tial microbial life within the compost. This, in turn, supports healthy 
root growth helping your seedlings be the best they can be! All you need 
is some water, and of course, some seeds, and you’re ready to grow.

Plant your seed using the Easy Start Kit in an environment that is warm 
and humid. When you see the roots appearing on the bottom, gently re-
move the seedling protected by the Easy Start soil from its soil pot and 
replant it in a larger pot. We particularly recommend this option as it is 
the safest and the most error-free way to germinate seeds, particularly 
for those new to the cultivation process.

Other ways to germinate seeds
There are a few other ways to germinate seeds in addition to the Easy 
Start method. Here are three more techniques which people around the 
world commonly use with good results.

How to germinate
Cannabis Seeds
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2.

3.

* Although there are other methods used 
for germination, the ones presented above 
ensure the highest success rate and the 
most control over the germination process. 
If you have any doubts about the processes 
described, feel free to visit our grow blog for 
more tips.

Alternatively, the seed can be planted direct-
ly in soil. Simply plant it 0.5cm below the 
surface and cover over lightly. Ensure that 
the environment remains warm (roughly 
20°C) and humid. The soil needs to remain 
humid, but not over saturated, as waterlog-
ging can cause the roots to rot. Even though 
this is a classic method of sowing, it is more 
difficult to control every factor while using 
this technique. That is why we recommend 
using the ones described earlier.

It is worth noting that seeds and seedlings 
do not need to be fertilized – only use plain 
water. Seeds are very vulnerable to overfee-
ding. Adding extra fertilizers can cause a nu-
trient build-up in the soil, causing burns and 
killing your seedlings! So, don’t do it!

Place the seed in damp cotton wool or between moistened paper 
towels and wait until the root starts to break through its shell. When 
you see that the seed has opened and the root comes out, carefully 
place the seedling in your planting pot, with the root pointing down. 
Keep the soil warm and humid.

Put the seed into a glass of water, which you should replace on a daily 
basis. Water temperature should be about 20°C. Within 3-7 days you 
will see the first root coming out, indicating the seed is germinating. 
As soon as the sprout is 2-3mm long, remove the seed from the water, 
poke a small hole in your soil (around 0.5cm deep) and lightly cover the 
seedling within it. Placing a fluorescent light over the pot will provide the 
light and warmth required to continue to grow.
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White Widow Special Kush #1Amnesia hazeCritical Special Queen #1

DISCLAIMER: Royal Queen Seeds are sold under the con-
dition that they will not be used for purposes conflicting with 
local law. You are advised that the cultivation of cannabis 
plants may be punishable under your national law. Please 
consult your local laws and regulations to check if you may 
import this product to your country without breaching them. 
We will hold no liability for the misuse of this product.

5 ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS FEMINIZED
BEST SELLERS 2021 

PREMIUM  FEMINIZED

Yield indoors 
dried (Up to)

Harvest period

Plant height indoorsFlowering time

Yield outdoors 
dried (Up to)

Plant height 
outdoors(Up to)

Effect

Flavor
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Feminized cannabis seeds are designed to 
produce only female plants.

Usually, a cannabis seed can develop into 
a male or female plant; the entire process 
is determined by the sex expressing X and Y 
chromosomes. “Feminization” is a process 
of conditioning female plants to obtain male 
pollen needed for seed production.

A plant with two X chromosomes will be 
female 99% of the time, while regular can-
nabis seeds (XY genetic set) sometimes 
have a tendency to produce more male than 
female individuals.

FEMINIZED Seeds

Cannabis cup winner
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White Widow
White Widow S1

Ice
Afghan x ( Northern Light x Skunk )
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1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

White Widow earned her reputation thanks to high THC levels, a perfect-
ly balanced high, and scrumptious tastes of earth and pine. She won 
the High Times Cannabis Cup in 1995 with her insanely stoning high. 

As the descendant of truly legendary indica genetics, ICE delivers a 
body-slamming high that melts the muscles and puts the mind at ease. 
Enjoy a THC level of 18% and tastes of mint and spices.

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  
±19 % THC  |  LOW CBD

10 % SATIVA  |  90 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD

8 - 10 weeks

Early October

Extremely stoned

Earthy, Pine, Sweet

8 - 10 weeks

September

Physically stoned

Spices, Herbs, Mint150 - 190 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant

150 - 200 cm

400 - 450 gr/m2

80 - 120 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant
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Fruit Spirit Shining Silver Haze
Blueberry x White Widow Haze x ( Skunk x Northern Light )
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1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

Crafted from Blueberry and White Widow, Fruit Spirit lights up the ton-
gue with flavours of sugar and berries. Her indica high and medium le-
vels of CBD will leave you feeling blissed out.  

This sativa-dominant victor of the Highlife Cup 2014 blasts the central 
nervous system with a citrus-flavoured surge of energy. Spark her flowers 
in the morning to elevate your mood and electrify your consciousness.

30 % SATIVA  |  70 % INDICA  | 
±18 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

75 % SATIVA  |  25 % INDICA  | 
±21 % THC  |  LOW CBD

9 - 10 weeks

Early October

Body high, relaxing

Blueberry, Sweet

9 - 11 weeks

Late October

Very high

Citrus, sweet175 - 220 cm

80 - 120 cm

375 - 425 gr/m2

475 - 525 gr/plant

180 - 220 cm

80 - 120 cm

600 - 650 gr/m2

600 - 650 gr/plant



Power Flower
South African Sativas

Special Kush #1
Afghan x Kush
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1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

1 x €4-.

3 x €9,50-.

5 x €15,50-.

25 x €54-.

10 x €27-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Whenever you hear the word “Kush”, you know you’re in for a seriously chi-
ll time. This variety casts a heavy and relaxing blanket over the body and 
the mind. Expect compact plants and excellent yields indoors and out. 

7 - 8 weeks

Late September

Stoned, physically
and mentally

Earthy, Pungent, 
Sweet 200 - 270 cm

425 - 475 gr/m2

500 - 550 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  
±17 % THC  |  LOW CBD

Get ready for an electrifying high that only a South African sativa can 
provide. Fire up these flowers in the morning to inspire razor-sharp fo-
cus and unending motivation. 

9 - 10 weeks

October

Strong, up high

Citrus, Pine, Fruity 160 - 200 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

80 - 120 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant

88 % SATIVA  |  12 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

60 - 100 cm



Kali Dog
Chemdawg x Sour Diesel

Haze Berry
Blueberry x Shining Silver Haze
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1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

This sativa lady delivers unparalleled fruity tastes. Although her terpe-
nes are more than apparent with every hit, they really come to life when 
inhaling through a vape or eating Haze Berry edibles. 

Extremely stoned 
and body relaxing

9 - 11 weeks

Late October

Blueberry, Sweet 160 - 180 cm

525 - 575 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

600 - 650 gr/plant

60 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  
±20 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

As the lovechild of Chemdawg and Sour Diesel, Kali Dog combines the 
zesty tastes and uplifting highs of her parents. This refreshing strain 
does wonders to get the cogs of the mind turning before creative and 
physical activities. 

8 - 10 weeks

Late October

Cerebral and uplifting

Citrus, Diesel 175 - 210 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

90 - 160 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant

55 % SATIVA  |  45 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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Skunk XL
Skunk #1 x Afghani

Sour Diesel
Orig. Diesel x ( Northern Light x Shiva x Hawaiian )
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1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

This variety boasts a perfect balance between indica and sativa gene-
tics. When you can’t decide between a stoning body high and a cerebral 
rush, choose Skunk XL for the very best of both worlds.

You’ll feel your neurons start to fire after a single hit of this strain. Whe-
ther you’re a productive night owl or an early morning person, a lungful 
of Sour Diesel will inspire periods of peak productivity and positive vibes.

10 - 11 weeks

Late October

Physical, clear high

Herbs, Sour

8 - 9 weeks

October

A combination of 
stoned and high

Earthy, Sweet 160 - 200 cm

600 - 650 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

625 - 675 gr/plant

150 - 200 cm

475 - 525 gr/m2

90 - 160 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |
±17 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

70 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  
±19 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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Amnesia Haze
Original Amnesia Haze

5 x €40-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

10 x €75-.

25 x €150-.

Regarded as one of the best Hazes, our Amnesia Haze is made 
with original Amnesia genetics, keeping this sativa classic true 
to her roots. Among the highlights of the strain are monstrous 
outdoor yields and a truly unique high.

Royal Queen Seeds’ Amnesia Haze delivers a powerful mind–
body effect that is very relaxing and lasts a long time. Haze 
lovers will relish a smoke rich in earthy and citrus tones. Two 
High Times Cannabis Cups (2004 and 2006) are under her belt.

Late October

Relaxing and cerebral 
high

10 - 11 weeks

Earthy, Citrus 175 - 210 cm

80 - 140 cm

600 - 650 gr/m2

650 - 700 gr/plant

70 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  
±22 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD
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Bubble Kush
Bubble Gum x O.G. Kush

Bubblegum XL
Power Plant x Santa Maria
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1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

Bubblegum XL, a fruity sativa with a balanced high, proves that new 
school genetics are just as good as the classics. It’s straightforward to 
grow, and it’s perfect for cultivators of all skill levels.

8 - 9 weeks

October

Relaxing and 
cerebral high

Earthy, Sweet 160 - 200 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

80 - 140 cm

400 - 450 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  
±19 % THC  |  LOW CBD

The unique flavors offered by Bubble Kush make it a refreshing presence 
in the OG Kush family tree. Its indica-dominant genetics present them-
selves not only in its bushy structure, but in the heavy body high it offers 
when smoked.

8 - 10 weeks

Late September

Stoned, physically 
and mentally

Earthy, Pine, Sweet 160 - 200 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

80 - 140 cm

600 - 650 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  
±19 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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AMG
Amnesia x Mexican Haze

Blue Cheese
Original Cheese x Oregon Blueberry Blend
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1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

1 x €12,50-.

3 x €30,50-.

5 x €46,50-.

25 x €170-.

10 x €85-.

Originally from the UK, Blue Cheese is a stable Cheese-descended strain 
that’s perfect for the SoG growing method and hydroponic setups. Expect 
incredibly dense buds, all of which should be covered with a thick layer of 
glistening trichomes.

8 - 9 weeks

Late September

Stoned, physically 
and mentally

Sweet, Fruity 140 - 200 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

100 - 160 cm

500 -550 gr/plant

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  
±19 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

Astronomical levels of THC prove AMG is not a strain to be taken lightly. 
Considering its multiple High Life Cup wins, it’s easy to see that she’s 
become a favourite amongst cannabis connoisseurs. 

10 - 11 weeks

October

A combination of
stoned & high

Earthy, Pungent,
Sweet 140 - 200 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

80 - 120 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant

80 % SATIVA  |  20 % INDICA  |  
±22 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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O.G. kush Pineapple Kush
Chemdawg x ( Lemon Thai x Pakistani Kush ) Pineapple x O.G. Kush
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1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

Featuring an eclectic mix of well-established genetics, we offer our very 
own variety of O.G. Kush, a heavily praised cult classic. It packs a potent 
mental and physical high, and its dense, lime green buds offer some 
enticing aromas as well.

Sweet and seductive, Pineapple Kush is the taste sensation that deli-
vers on all fronts. Despite its tropical nature, it’s well-adapted to both 
indoor and outdoor growing spaces, producing impressive yields in 
either situation.

7 - 9 weeks

October

Strong body high,
relaxing

Citrus, Pine, Fruity

8 - 9 weeks

Late September

Mind and body 
relaxing

Tropical, Sweet,
Fruit

180 - 220 cm 120 - 180 cm

425 - 475 gr/m2 500 - 550 gr/m2

90 - 160 cm 70 - 120 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant 500 - 550 gr/plant

25 % SATIVA  |  75 % INDICA  |  
±19 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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Royal AK
Columbian x Mexican x Thai x Afghan

Somango XL
Somango x Critical 47
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1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

Straightforward, no-nonsense growing is exactly what you get with Ro-
yal AK. However, don’t mistake its middling stature as signs of it being 
an underperformer. When the time comes, its bountiful yields are gua-
ranteed to impress.

8 - 9 weeks

Early October

A combination of 
stoned & high

Earthy, Pine, Sweet 130 - 170 cm

525 - 575 gr/m2

80 - 140 cm

600 - 650 gr/plant

60 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  
±19 % THC  |  LOW CBD

Fruity

8 - 10 weeks

Late September

Stoned and powerful

120 - 200 cm

525 - 575 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant

This beast delivers a seamless smoking experience, intoxicating you 
with its sweet, fruity flavours. Ready to harvest in no time at all, Soman-
go XL is a hardy indica well suited to beginner growers.

25 % SATIVA  |  75 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD
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Mother Gorilla Chocolate Haze
Reina Madre x Gorilla Glue #4 O.G. Chocolate Thai x Cannalope Haze
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1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

With an excellent foundation, Mother Gorilla is the natural evolution 
of Royal Madre. Formidable THC levels, outstanding yields, and terpe-
ne-rich buds help this exceptional cultivar reach its full potential.  

9 - 10 weeks

Early October

Relaxed and euphoric

Chocolate, Sweet
Earthy

140 - 180 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant

70 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  
±23 % THC  |  LOW CBD

This potent haze strain exudes happiness. From the uplifting high to 
the enticing aromas, Chocolate Haze is a joy to grow. Its unparalleled 
sweetness is matched only by her rewarding harvests.

9 - 11 weeks

Late October

Very high

Chocolate, Sweet,
Earthy

150 - 200 cm

475 - 525 gr/m2

90 - 160 cm

450 - 500 gr/plant

95 % SATIVA  |  5 % INDICA  |  
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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Northern Light
Northern Light S1

5 x €32,50-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

10 x €60-.

25 x €120-.

Northern Light is a legendary couch-locker whose genetics 
are the basis for many of today’s award-winning cannabis 
classics. The S1 self-cross feminized version available at RQS 
preserves the original traits of the famed indica and further en-
hances efficiency and yield.

Royal Queen Seeds Northern Light produces an effect that 
combines a deeply relaxing body stone with an uplifting head 
high. A blend of sweet, fruity, and spicy notes make for a great 
smoking experience.

Late September

A combination of
stoned and high

8 - 9 weeks

Sweet, Fruity, Spices 180 - 220 cm

100 - 160 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

575 - 625 gr/plant

0 % SATIVA  |  100 % INDICA  | 
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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Critical Kush Lemon Shining Silver Haze
Critical Mass x O.G. Kush Lemon Skunk x Shining Silver Haze
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1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

8 - 10 weeks

Late September

Extremely high,
body relaxing

Earthy, Pungent, Pine

9 - 10 weeks

Mid-October

A combination of 
stoned and high

Citrus, Sweet100 - 140 cm 130 -170 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2 600 - 650 gr/m2

80 - 140 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant 650 - 700 gr/plant

Proving hybrids can excel in both yields and flavour, Critical Kush har-
nesses the best parts of two world-class strains. A balanced high and 
earthy flavour make it perfect for growing all year round.  

Famous for its characteristic fragrance, Lemon Shining Silver Haze is a 
strain that’s been tempting novice and experienced growers for years. 
With an uplifting high to match, it’s easy to see why.

60 - 100 cm

 20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  | 
±20 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

75 % SATIVA  |  25 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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Critical
Afghani x Skunk

1 x €10-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €38-.

10 x €70-.

25 x €140-.

5 x €35-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

10 x €65-.

25 x €130-.

Pristine Afghan genetics combined with the reliability of Skunk 
#1 have made Royal Queen Seeds’ Critical a staple among 
cultivators. Not only does RQS Critical go all out with top pro-
duction no matter where and how she’s grown, but the strain 
reliably produces top-shelf cannabis that satisfies even spoiled 
connoisseurs.

Critical produces a powerful physical and mental stone that 
lingers. She accompanies this with earthy and sweet flavours 
for an intense yet pleasantly smooth smoke.

Late September

Stoned, physically
and mentally

7 - 9 weeks

Earthy, Pungent, Sweet 180 - 220 cm

80 - 140 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

600 - 650 gr/plant

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD
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Special Queen #1
Power Bud x Skunk

5 x €16,50-.

1 x €4,50-.

3 x €10,50-.

10 x €30-.

25 x €60-.

RQS  |  22

Royal Queen Seeds’ Special Queen #1 is perfect for growers 
who want to see good results without spending lots of money. 
Offering great value at a reasonable price, this cup-winning va-
riety will grow ample top-notch bud easily, and in a short time.

Special Queen #1 is a typical Skunk hybrid derived from Power 
Bud and Skunk. She produces a powerful, long-lasting effect 
that is relaxing and uplifting. Her flavour, featuring sweet, fruity, 
and spicy notes, is also top of the line.

Late September

Extremely high, long-
lasting, body relaxing

8 - 9 weeks

Sweet, Fruity, Spices 200 - 270 cm

80 - 140 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

500 - 550 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Blue Mystic 
Oregon Blueberry x Northern Light

Royal Moby
Haze x White Widow

RQS  |  23

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

From the mountains of Oregon and California comes a strain that, inte-
restingly enough, truly flourishes in warmer climates. Treat Blue Mystic 
right, and it’ll reward you with an abundance of dense, terpene-rich buds.

One of our strongest strains, Royal Moby is not for the faint of heart. 
However, if you have the confidence to take it on, it’ll deliver the ultimate 
high, and growing it will reward you with a motherload of THC-laden buds.

8 - 9 weeks

October

Stoned

Sweet, Fruity

9 - 10 weeks

Late October

A combination of
stoned and high

Spices, Herbs180 - 220 cm

375 - 425 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

400 - 450 gr/plant

200 - 300 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

80 - 140 cm

650 - 700 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

65 % SATIVA  |  35 % INDICA  | 
±21 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

El Patron
AMG x Shiva

Royal Domina
Black Domina x Kalijah

RQS  |  24

1 x €13,50-.

3 x €32,50-.

5 x €49,50-.

25 x €180-.

10 x €90-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

This well-balanced hybrid scored first place in the High Life Cup 2019, 
impressing judges with her massive levels of THC, stoning effects, and 
moreish tastes of herbs and spice. 

This progeny of Black Domina and Kalijah possesses a THC profile of 
over 20% and ignites long-lasting and relaxing experiences. Enjoy fla-
vours of pepper and pine with every hit. 

9 - 10 weeks

Early October

Stoned and relaxed

Pepper, Pine, Earthy

9 - 10 weeks

Late October

Stoned and powerful

Spices, Herbs 140 - 220 cm

450 - 550 gr/m2

90 - 130 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant

140 - 180 cm

525 - 575 gr/m2

90 - 130 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant

60 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  | 
±22 % THC  |  LOW CBD

15 % SATIVA  |  85 % INDICA  |  
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Shogun
Amnesia Haze X Gorilla Glue #4

5 x €40-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

10 x €75-.

25 x €150-.

We created Shogun from two very different cultivars. On one 
side we have Amnesia Haze, a THC-laden sativa classic, and 
on the other is the beastly Gorilla Glue #4, which balances both 
sativa and indica characteristics.

Out comes a sativa-leaning (70% sativa) hybrid with remarka-
ble cerebral effects. A great daytime cultivar for all things crea-
tive, but also splendid before physical activities and chores. 
Pungent earthy and pine flavour notes come as a major bonus.

Late October

Cerebral and relaxing

9 - 11 weeks

Earthy, Pungent, Pine 130 - 190 cm

90 - 140 cm

500 - 600 gr/m2

650 - 750 gr/plant

70 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  
±25 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Cheese Honey Cream
Old School Skunk x Afghani BlueBlack x Maple Leaf Indica x White Rhino

RQS  |  26

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

As the descendant of legendary Skunk and Afghan genetics, Royal 
Cheese does her ancestors proud, serving up a deeply soothing body 
high that melts the muscles.

Honey Cream offers something truly special. You’ll find yourself lull 
deeper into a blissful haze with every hit, and ultra-sweet tastes will 
keep you coming back for more. 

7 - 8 weeks 7 - 8 weeks

Early October Early October

A combination 
of stoned and high Psychedelic high

Sweet, Cheese,
Earthy Sweet130 - 220 cm 180 - 250 cm

450 - 550 gr/m2 500 - 550 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm 100 - 160 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant 625 - 675 gr/plant

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  
±17 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

35 % SATIVA  |  65 % INDICA  |  
±16 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Candy Kush Express Speedy Chile
Sweet Special x O.G. Kush Early Skunk x Skunk x Chile Indica

RQS  | 27

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

Experience the combined tastes of Sweet Special and OG Kush for a 
terpene profile that will light your taste buds ablaze. Oh, and you’ll love 
the body-slamming high, too!

Get these seeds in the soil if you’re looking for a fast and sizable per-
sonal stash. Fruity tastes, philosophical thoughts, and intense giggles 
take the centre stage.

7 - 9 weeks 7 - 8 weeks

Early September Early September

Physically stoned
Relaxing and full 
of flavour

Citrus, Sweet Fruity, Pine, Spices100 - 170 cm 100 - 170 cm

475 - 525 gr/m2 475 - 525 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm 60 - 100 cm

450 - 500 gr/plant 450 - 500 gr/plant

 40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  | 
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD

30 % SATIVA  |  70 % INDICA  |  
±16 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Northern Light
Automatic

Royal Dwarf

RQS  |  28

White widow
Automatic

Quick oneAmnesia haze
Automatic

DISCLAIMER: Royal Queen Seeds are sold under the con-
dition that they will not be used for purposes conflicting with 
local law. You are advised that the cultivation of cannabis 
plants may be punishable under your national law. Please 
consult your local laws and regulations to check if you may 
import this product to your country without breaching them. 
We will hold no liability for the misuse of this product.

Yield indoors 
dried (Up to)

Harvest period

Plant height indoorsFlowering time

Yield outdoors 
dried (Up to)

Plant height 
outdoors(Up to)

Effect

Flavor

 PREMIUM  AUTOFLOWERING
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Royal Dwarf   30
Easy Bud    31
Quick One   31 
Royal Haze Automatic  32
Royal Critical Automatic 33
Royal AK Automatic   33 
Amnesia Haze Automatic  34
Haze Berry Automatic  35 
Royal Creamatic   36 
Royal Bluematic   36
Blue Cheese Automatic  37
Royal Cheese Automatic  37
Northern Light Automatic  38
White Widow Automatic  39
Royal Jack Automatic  39 
Diesel Automatic   40 
Sweet Skunk Automatic  40
Royal Kush Automatic  41 
Bubble Kush Automatic  41

RQS  |  29

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Autoflowering strains offer great yields in re-
cord speed. 

Unlike photoperiod strains, these plants don’t 
need a change in the light cycle to begin 
flowering. Instead, the cannabis ruderalis 
gene means they flower automatically after 
a certain time, making them more simple to 
grow.

Modern autoflowering genetics produce THC 
levels and yields that rival their photoperiod 
counterparts. What’s more, they produce im-
pressive harvests in a matter of weeks. Prepa-
re to sample your personal stash 8-10 weeks 
after germination. Their compact nature also 
makes them ideal for growers that value steal-
th. Cultivate them in small indoor growing 
tents or outdoor guerilla growing locations to 
keep your horticultural hobby private.

AUTOFLOWERING Seeds

Cannabis cup winner



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Dwarf
Skunk x Ruderalis

RQS  |  30

5 x €25-.

1 x €6-.

3 x €15-.

10 x €45-.

25 x €90-.

Royal Queen Seeds’ Royal Dwarf is a short and stout auto-
flower that is perfect if space is an issue. Ideal for balcony and 
terrace grows, this compact specimen is also a great choice 
for stealthy growers who don’t want to draw any attention to 
their operation.

Skunk genetics paired with ruderalis ensure an easy grow even 
for the less-experienced. In just 9–10 short weeks after ger-
mination, users can harvest top bud that pleases with sweet 
citrus flavours and an uplifting and relaxing high.

9  - 10 weeks
after sprouting

A motivating and
inspiring feeling

6 - 7 weeks

Citrus, Sweet 50 - 90 cm

40 - 70 cm

150 - 200 gr/m2

30 - 80 gr/plant

10 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS

±13 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Easy Bud Quick One
White Indica x Ruderalis Lowryder#1 x Old School Indica

RQS  |  31

1 x €7-.

3 x €17,50-.

5 x €27-.

25 x €100-.

10 x €50-.

1 x €6-.

3 x €15-.

5 x €25-.

25 x €90-.

10 x €45-.

If you’re seeking instant gratification, look no further. Easy Bud blasts 
through the growing cycle to produce stoning buds and citrusy terpenes 
within a matter of weeks. 

5 - 7 weeks

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Physical

Citrus, Herbs 60 - 110 cm

275 - 325 gr/m2

50 - 60 cm

30 - 80 gr/plant

15 % SATIVA  |  55 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS
±12 % THC  |  LOW CBD

This genetic combination of Lowryder #1 and Old School Indica offers 
the best traits of each parent within a fraction of the time. Find a quiet 
spot and soak in her shockingly relaxing effects.

5 - 6 weeks

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Physical and relaxing

Citrus, Fruity 60 - 100 cm

275 - 325 gr/m2

50 - 60 cm

100 - 150 gr/plant

10 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS
±13 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Haze Automatic
Amnesia Haze x Skunk x Ruderalis

RQS  |  32

5 x €32,50-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

10 x €60-.

25 x €120-.

Our Royal Haze Automatic is a sativa-leaning (50% sativa) au-
toflower that combines the best traits of the famous Amnesia 
Haze with those of Kush. The result is an automatic Haze that 
grows remarkably easily, ready to crop in a short 12–13 weeks 
from seed. Her compact size makes her ideal for both indoor 
and outdoor growing.

The High Life Cup winner pleases with a smoke that highlights 
herbal and citrus flavours. A moderate THC level of 14% en-
sures an easy-going high that is mostly cerebral and uplifting.

12 - 13 weeks 
after sprouting

Cerebral and uplifting

8 - 9 weeks

Citrus, Herbs 120 - 150 cm

65 - 85 cm

300 - 350 gr/m2

130 - 180 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  20 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS

±15 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Critical Automatic Royal AK Automatic
Critical x Ruderalis AK 47 x Ruderalis 

RQS  |  33

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

If you’re a fan of Critical, you can now access her physical and com-
forting highs without waiting as long. This variety takes up much less 
space and offers strikingly similar results. 

This finely tuned hybrid offers an excellent balance between indica and 
sativa effects. She makes a perfect smoke during both chilled-out eve-
ning sessions and lively daytime activities. 

6 - 7 weeks

11 weeks 
after sprouting

Relaxing and full 
of flavour

Sweet, Spices

6 - 8 weeks

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Happy and active

Spices, Sour90 - 140 cm 70 - 100 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2 275 - 350 gr/m2

55 - 65 cm 60 - 70 cm

115 - 165 gr/plant 110 - 160 gr/plant

15 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  35 % RUDERALIS
±14 % THC  |  LOW CBD

35 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  25 %RUDERALIS
±15 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Amnesia Haze
Automatic
Amnesia x Ruderalis

RQS  |  34

5 x €40-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

10 x €75-.

25 x €150-.

Regarded as one of the best Hazes, our Amnesia Haze is made 
with original Amnesia genetics, keeping this sativa classic true 
to her roots. Among the highlights of the strain are monstrous 
outdoor yields and a truly unique high.

Royal Queen Seeds’ Amnesia Haze delivers a powerful mind–
body effect that is very relaxing and lasts a long time. Haze 
lovers will relish a smoke rich in earthy and citrus tones. Two 
High Times Cannabis Cups (2004 and 2006) are under her belt.

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Cerebral and uplifting

7 - 8 weeks

Earthy, Citrus 100 - 120 cm

50 - 100 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

130 - 180 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  20 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS
±18 % THC  |  MEDIUM  CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Haze Berry Automatic
Haze Berry x Blueberry Auto

5 x €32,50-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

10 x €60-.

25 x €120-.

Haze Berry Automatic by Royal Queen Seeds isn’t merely an 
automatic variant of the legendary Haze Berry. Modelled after 
the famous Blue Dream, we crossed her with a premium auto-
flowering Blueberry to make her even better. The result is an 
incredibly tasty cultivar with a spectacular effect.

Haze Berry Auto produces an uplifting high that is both stimu-
lating and relaxing. Thanks to a mild THC level of 13%, users 
can manage the effects easily. Sweet fruit and berry flavours 
bring the smoke to perfection.

10 - 11 weeks 
after sprouting

Extremely high 
and body relaxing

8 - 9 weeks

Blueberry, Sweet 80 - 130 cm

100 - 130 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

80 - 150 gr/plant

65 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS

±13 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Bluematic 
Blueberry x Ruderalis

Royal Creamatic
Honey Cream x Ruderalis

RQS  |  36

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

Our breeders infused Cannabis ruderalis with the legendary, terpe-
ne-rich Blueberry. This resilient strain remains unrivalled when it comes 
to baking sweet and fruity edibles. 

Honey Cream meets the autoflowering world in Royal Creamatic. These 
sweet and spicy flowers churn out a thick layer of resin and an impres-
sive THC content of 15%.

7 - 8 weeks

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Stoned and powerful

Earthy, Sweet

8 - 9 weeks

12 - 13 weeks 
after sprouting

Relaxing and full 
of flavour

Sweet, Spices 70 - 100 cm

425 - 475 gr/m2

60 - 75 cm

70 - 120 gr/plant

80 - 100 cm

400 - 450 gr/m2

60 - 80 cm

115 - 165 gr/plant

10 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS
±14 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

10 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS
±15 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Blue Cheese Automatic
Blueberry x Cheese x Ruderalis

Royal Cheese Automatic
Cheese x Ruderalis

RQS  |  37

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

5 x €30-.

25 x €110-.

10 x €55-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

Legendary Cheese genetics stem from the United Kingdom and have 
provided euphoric experiences for decades. Now, growers can enjoy 
this timeless variety in the form of an easy-to-grow autoflower.

Blue Cheese Automatic combines speed with flavour. And, thanks to her 
resistance against pests and disease, she offers an overall easy growing 
experience. Enjoy high THC levels and tastes of fruit and pepper.

6 - 7 weeks

10 - 11 weeks 
after sprouting

Cerebral and uplifting

Sweet, Fruity

7 - 8 weeks

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Physically stoned

Cheese, Spicy60 - 110 cm

325 - 375 gr/m2

40 - 70 cm

60 - 110 gr/plant

60 - 120 cm

425 - 475 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

160 - 210 gr/plant

35 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  25 % RUDERALIS
±16 % THC  |  LOW CBD

30 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  20 % RUDERALIS
±15 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Northern Light
Automatic
Northern Light x Ruderalis

RQS  |  38

5 x €35-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

10 x €65-.

25 x €130-.

Our Northern Light Automatic is the autoflowering version of 
an indica classic. She offers the same stoning traits as the ori-
ginal, and is still very much an indica (80%), but with a bit of 
ruderalis added for some autoflowering magic.

Yielding up to 220g/plant, NLA is one of the highest-yielding 
autoflowers around, yet is ready in a short 10–12 weeks after 
planting. Her buds make for a tasty smoke with earthy, pine, 
and sweet notes, and her effect is both physical and cerebral.

10 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Cerebral and uplifting

6 - 8 weeks

Earthy, Pine, Sweet 130 - 160 cm

80 - 120 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

170 - 220 gr/plant

0 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  20 % RUDERALIS
±14 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

White Widow Automatic Royal Jack Automatic
White Widow x Ruderalis Jack Herer x Ruderalis

RQS  |  39

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

Having a quiet night in? Stuff a blunt bowl with these flowers to insert 
tranquil vibes and inner peace into the situation. Flavours of earthiness 
and pine add a pleasant sensory experience to every toke. 

The motivating and inspiring high locked within these flowers will fuel 
hours of creative energy. Spark a joint, reach for your guitar or paint-
brush, and let the passion pour out of you.

7 - 8 weeks

10 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Physically stoned

Earthy, Pungent, Pine

7 - 8 weeks

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

A motivating and 
inspiring feeling

Pepper, Herbs and
Spices

60 - 80 cm

350 - 400gr/m2

40 - 80 cm

70 - 120 gr/plant

50 - 110 cm

400 - 450 gr/m2

40 - 80 cm

190 - 240 gr/plant

40 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  20 % RUDERALIS
±14 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

40 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS
±16 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Diesel Automatic Sweet Skunk Automatic
Diesel x Ruderalis Early Skunk x Critical x Ruderalis

RQS  |  40

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

8 - 10 weeks

13 -14 weeks 
after sprouting

Citrus, Fruity

8 - 9 weeks

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

A clean and clear high
without euphoria Cerebral and uplifting

Sweet, Spices

Blaze these flowers in a vaporizer to get a true appreciation for their 
terpenes. Taste of citrus and fruit wash over the tongue as a clean and 
clear high takes hold of the mind

You can’t get too stoned when you have work to do. This is where Sweet 
Skunk Automatic comes in handy! She offers some much-needed eu-
phoria alongside a boost in focus to keep you productive. 

60 - 110 cm 60 - 100 cm

325 - 375 gr/m2 400 - 450 gr/m2

40 - 70 cm 40 - 80 cm

60 - 110 gr/plant 60 - 110 gr/plant

10 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS  |
±15 % THC  |  LOW CBD

40 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS  |
±14 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Kush Automatic Bubble Kush Automatic
O.G. Kush x Ruderalis Bubble Gum x O.G. Kush x Critical Automatic

RQS  |  41

1 x €8,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €60-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

7 - 8 weeks

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Physical, clear high

Earthy, Pine, sweet

This indica-dominant lady offers a THC level of 13% and medium levels 
of CBD, catalysing a mellow and down to earth effect that will leave you 
content and functional.

120 - 150 cm

300 - 350 gr/m2

60 - 90 cm

120 - 170 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS  |
±13 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

6 - 8 weeks

10 - 11 weeks 
after sprouting

Relaxing and full 
of flavour

Earthy, Sweet

As one of the tastiest autos out there, this strain exerts delightful tastes 
of candy alongside a stoning body high. It’s not a matter of if the mun-
chies will take hold, but when!

60 - 100 cm

350 - 400gr/m2

40 - 80 cm

120 - 170 gr/plant

10 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  30 % RUDERALIS
±16 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

RQS  |  42

Royal Gorilla Green GelatoGreen Gelato
Automatic

Cookies 
Gelato

Royal Gorilla 
Automatic

DISCLAIMER: Royal Queen Seeds are sold under the con-
dition that they will not be used for purposes conflicting with 
local law. You are advised that the cultivation of cannabis 
plants may be punishable under your national law. Please 
consult your local laws and regulations to check if you may 
import this product to your country without breaching them. 
We will hold no liability for the misuse of this product.

Yield indoors 
dried (Up to)

Harvest period

Plant height indoorsFlowering time

Yield outdoors 
dried (Up to)

Plant height 
outdoors(Up to)

Effect

Flavor
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ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Purple Queen   44
HulkBerry   45
Fat Banana   45
Royal Gorilla   46 
Triple G    47 
Sweet ZZ    48 
Sherbet Queen   49
Legendary OG Punch  50 
North Thunderfuck   51
Green Crack Punch   51 
Wedding Gelato  52 
Green Gelato   52 
Cookies Gelato   53 
Royal Cookies   53 
Royal Runtz   54 
Wedding Crasher   54
Mimosa    55
Royal Skywalker  55
Blue Gelato   56 
Watermelon   56

Green Gelato Automatic  57
Royal Gorilla Automatic  58
Royal Cookies Automatic  58 
Fat Banana Automatic  59 
Purple Queen Automatic  59 
Sweet ZZ Automatic  60 
HulkBerry Automatic  60
Mimosa Automatic   61
Purple Punch Automatic   61
Watermelon Automatic 62
Sherbet Queen Automatic  62
Do-Si-Dos Automatic  63
North Thunderfuck Auto  64
Triple G Auto  64
Cookies Gelato Auto   65
Royal Runtz Auto  65

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

RQS  | 43

Legalisation across certain parts of the 
world has catalysed a whole new genera-
tion of cannabis strains.
 
Breeders in much of the United States are 
now free to pursue the art without legal con-
sequences. This new-found freedom has 
led to the rapid development of both new 
and old genetics that offer terpene and can-
nabinoid profiles seldom found elsewhere in 
the world. 

Our Premium USA Seeds are modelled after 
these legendary varieties and share many 
of their unparalleled traits.
You’ll find incredible colours, astronomical 
THC levels, and terpene profiles that will 
leave you coming back again and again. 

USA PREMIUM Seeds

( Feminized ) ( Autoflowering )

Cannabis cup winner

USA PREMIUM Seeds



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Purple Queen
Hindu Kush x Purple Afghani

RQS  |  44

5 x €30-.

1 x €8-.

3 x €20-.

10 x €55-.

25 x €110-.

Purple Queen stems from a legendary indica lineage that has 
given rise to some of the most stone-y strains out there.

As the direct descendant of Hindu Kush and Purple Afghani, 
she boasts high levels of THC, a happiness and hunger-indu-
cing high, and delicious citrus terpenes. As her name suggests, 
this stoning beauty also develops a striking purple appearan-
ce late in the flowering phase, displaying brightly colored fan 
leaves and deep grape-colored buds that become the talking 
point at every smoking session. You’ll blow minds when you 
pull these flowers from their stash jar. 

October

Relaxed and Euphoric

8 - 9 weeks

Citrus 175 - 210 cm

80 - 120 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

650 - 700 gr/plant

25 % SATIVA  |  75 % INDICA  | 
±22 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Hulkberry
O.G. Kush x Strawberry Diesel

Fat Banana
Banana x OG Kush

RQS  |  45

1 x €12-.

3 x €29-.

5 x €44-.

25 x €160-.

10 x €80-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

As the offspring of OG Kush and Strawberry Diesel, HulkBerry ranks as 
one of the strongest cannabis strains in the world. She delivers THC 
levels of 27% and a fierce sativa high. 

9 - 11 weeks

Late September

Clear and energetic

Sweet 160 - 220 cm

400 - 450 gr/m2

80 - 140 cm

650 - 700 gr/plant

65 % SATIVA  |  35 % INDICA  |  
±27 % THC  |  LOW CBD

If you love flavour and potency, you’ll fall in love with Fat Banana. This 
hard-hitting indica lands a heavy blow with THC levels of 25% accompa-
nied by tropical and fruity terpenes. 

8 - 10 weeks

Late September

Relaxed, sleepy 
and hungry

Tropical, Sweet, 
Fruit 170 - 200 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

80 - 140 cm

450 - 500 gr/plant

30 % SATIVA  |  70 % INDICA  |  
±25 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Gorilla
Sour Dubb x Chem Sis x Chocolate Diesel

RQS  |  46

5 x €40-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

10 x €75-.

25 x €150-.

This powerhouse remains one of the most potent cultivars 
within the Royal Queen Seeds genetic archive. Modelled after 
the legendary Gorilla strain from the United States, our bree-
ders captured the essence of this world-renown cultivar by 
crossing Sour Dubb, Chem Sis, and Chocolate Diesel.
The subsequent masterpiece went on to win the Cannabis 
Cup of 2014 and the World Cannabis Cup in 2015, impressing 
judges with THC levels of 27% and a perfect balance between 
indica and sativa genetics. She produces large and dense 
flowers that churn out huge quantities of resin and an earthy 
terpene profile. 

Mid-October

Cerebral and relaxing

8 - 10 weeks

Earthy, Pungent, Pine 130 - 170 cm

90 - 160 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

550 - 600 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  
±27 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Triple G
Gorilla Glue #4 x Gelato 33

5 x €49,50-.

1 x €13,50-.

3 x €32,50-.

10 x €90-.

25 x €180-.

A powerhouse for the indica lovers. If you appreciate long-las-
ting highs, deep body stones, and hard-hitting cases of the 
munchies, she’ll certainly scratch your itch. When creating this 
strain, our breeders aimed for sheer stoning potency.
They selected parent strains Gorilla Glue and Gelato 33 to pro-
duce this strain, and the results couldn’t have been better. Tri-
ple G emerged with an outrageous THC content of 26% along-
side sweet and earthy terpenes. This phytochemical cocktail 
delivers a high that swiftly reddens the eyes and casts a heavy 
and comforting feeling over the body.  Fire her up in the evening 
for guaranteed relaxation and meditative vibes. 

October

A clear, cerebral rush

8 - 9 weeks

Earthy, Pine, Sweet 130 - 180 cm

90 - 140 cm 

500 - 575 gr/m2

550 - 650 gr/plant

15 % SATIVA  |  85 % INDICA  | 
±26 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Sweet ZZ
Grape Ape x Grapefruit

RQS  |  48

5 x €46,50-.

1 x €12,50-.

3 x €30,50-.

10 x €85-.

25 x €170-.

Although Sweet ZZ features a long list of desirable traits, her 
tantalizing tastes and dazzling odours certainly steal the show. 
By crossing flavourful parent strains Grape Ape and Grapefruit, 
we managed to create a terpene profile that mimics biting di-
rectly into a fresh, juicy, and sweet orange. 
Respectable THC levels of 22% build off this solid sensory 
foundation and invite sensations of euphoria, self-reflection, 
and deep philosophical thought into the equation. This indica 
lady grows busy, but with a pair of pruning shears and some 
LST, she’ll form a neat and abundant canopy loaded with dense 
aromatic flowers. 

Late September

Stoned, relaxed

7 - 9 weeks

Sweet, Fruity 160 - 200 cm

80 - 140 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

500 - 550 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |
±22 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Sherbet Queen
Pink Panties x Sunset Sherbet

5 x €37,50-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

10 x €70-.

25 x €140-.

Sherbet Queen carries her genetic crown with honour. Deriving 
from parent strains Pink Panties and Sunset Sherbet, she had 
a lot to live up to. Following some careful crossbreeding and a 
few tweaks along the way, she met all expectations and more. 
This vastly indica-dominant cultivar closely replicates the ex-
perience of puffing on a pure indica landrace. The slamming 
body high delivers a relaxing sensation without clouding the 
mind. The expertly developed terpene profile brings a whole 
new dimension into the classical indica experience, lighting 
up the taste buds with a complex palette of sweet and fruity 
notes. 

October

Cerebral and relaxing

8 - 10 weeks

Sweet, Fruity 140 - 180 cm

80 - 120 cm

450 - 525 gr/m2

450 - 500 gr/plant

15 % SATIVA  |  85 % INDICA  |
±24 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Legendary OG Punch
Legend OG x Purple Punch

RQS  |  50

5 x €44-.

1 x €12-.

3 x €29-.

10 x €80-.

25 x €160-.

Early October

Relaxing and cerebral
high

8 - 9 weeks

Fruity

Legendary OG Punch offers a mellow and grounded smoking 
experience. Her well-balanced genetic profile consists of 60% 
indica genetics and 40% sativa — her effects start in the head 
and slowly taper off into the body later on down the road. 

A THC content of 19% and medium levels of CBD give rise to a 
satisfying high that hits the sweet spot between sobriety and 
being blasted to the moon. You’ll experience the benefits of 
creative thoughts, elevated mood, and increased focus, all whi-
le remaining functional and able to get on with everyday tasks. 

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  | 
±19 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

500 - 550 gr/plant

180 - 220 cm

90 - 160 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

North Thunderfuck 
Matanuska Thunderfuck Bx3

Green Crack Punch 
Green Crack x Purple Punch

RQS  |  51

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

25 x €150-.

10 x €75-.

1 x €12-.

3 x €29-.

5 x €44-.

25 x €160-.

10 x €80-.

8 - 9 weeks

October

Euphoria

Sweet, Spices

Prepare your mind for wave after wave of euphoria. Music sounds bet-
ter. Food tastes better. Heck, things even look better. Sit back, relax, and 
enjoy the ride. 

8 - 9 weeks

Late September

Relaxed and euphoric

Citrus, Sweet

Green Crack Punch rides the fine line between relaxation and stimula-
tion. She’ll glue your body to the couch while keeping your mind awake, 
inspired, and active. Get ready for some deep conversations! 

160 - 190 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

80 - 120 cm

500 - 600 gr/plant

180 - 220 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

90 - 160 cm

550 - 600 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  
±22 % THC  |  LOW CBD

60 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Wedding Gelato Green Gelato 
Wedding cake x Gelato x Gelato 33 Sunset Sherbet x Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies

RQS  | 52

1 x €13,50-.

3 x €32,50-.

5 x €49,50-.

25 x €180-.

10 x €90-.

1 x €13,50-.

3 x €32,50-.

5 x €49,50-.

25 x €180-.

10 x €90-.

This superb all-round strain ticks all of the boxes. She offers delicious 
fruity terpenes, sky-high levels of THC, and excellent yields that will 
keep your stash jars full for weeks to come. 

Although these sticky and bulbous flowers contain THC levels of 27%, 
they keep the mind surprisingly clear. Enjoy an intense physical sen-
sation with a functional mindset. 

8 - 10 weeks 8 - 10 weeks

Early October Early October

Relaxed and euphoric Physical, clear high

Citrus, Herbs Sweet, Citrus, Earthy130 - 200 cm 150 - 200 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2 500 - 700 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm 80 - 120 cm

350 - 400 gr/plant 800 gr/plant

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  
±25 % THC  | LOW CBD

45 % SATIVA  |  55 % INDICA  |  
±27 % THC  | LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Cookies 
Forum Cookies S1

Cookies Gelato
Girl Scout Cookies X Gelato 33

RQS  | 53

1 x €12,50-.

3 x €30,50-.

5 x €46,50-.

25 x €170-.

10 x €85-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

25 x €150-.

10 x €75-.

As one of the strongest varieties in the RQS archive, Cookies Gelato 
boasts a THC value of 28%. Take things one toke at a time. If you’re 
feeling particularly brave, cook up some edibles.

8 - 9 weeks

Mid-October

Relaxed, physical

 Earthy, Citrus 140 - 180 cm

500 - 600 gr/m2

80 - 130 cm

550 - 650 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  
±28 % THC  | LOW CBD

If you like to push the boundaries and challenge your mind, you’ll love 
Royal Cookies. This indica-dominant beast clocks in with THC levels of 
23% and a euphoric high that stones the brain into oblivion. 

8 - 9 weeks

Mid-October

Relaxed and Euphoric

Earthy, Sweet 140 - 180 cm

450 - 525 gr/m2

80 - 110 cm

450 - 500 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  
±23 % THC  | LOW CBD



Royal Runtz Wedding Crasher
Gelato x Zkittlez Wedding Cake x Purple Punch

RQS  |  54

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €13,50-.

3 x €32,50-.

5 x €49,50-.

10 x €90-.

25 x €140-. 25 x €180-.

Pull these flowers from their stash jar when you’re in the mood for some 
tasty terpenes. As the offspring of Gelato and Zkittlez, Royal Runtz ca-
rries the tastiest genetics on the planet with pride.

8 - 9 weeks

Mid-October

Happy and euphoric 

Sweet, Fruity 160 - 180 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

100 - 130 cm

400 - 450 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  
±27 % THC  |  LOW CBD

Brace yourself for 21% THC every time you take a hit from this well-ba-
lanced specimen. A near-equal split of sativa and indica genetics makes 
for a high that relaxes the body and invigorates the mind.

9 - 10 weeks

Late October

Relaxed and happy 

Grape, Vanilla 160 - 200 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

150 - 180 cm

500 - 600 gr/plant

55 % SATIVA  |  45 % INDICA  |  
±21 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal Skywalker
Blueberry x Mazar

RQS  | 55

1 x €12-.

3 x €29-.

5 x €44-.

10 x €80-.

1 x €13,50-.

3 x €32,50-.

5 x €49,50-.

10 x €90-.

Mimosa
Clementine x Purple Punch

9 - 10 weeks

Mid-October

Creative, Laughter

Citrus, Earthy 80 - 100 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

60 - 80 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant

70 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  
±23 % THC  | LOW CBD
Enjoy an energising and cerebral high that will have you tapping into 
your creative side. Citrusy terpenes and THC levels of 20–23% make for 
a tasty and potent smoke.

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  
±25 % THC  | LOW CBD

9 - 10 weeks

October

Clear, Physically 
Relaxing

Blueberry, Citrus, 
Pepper

150 - 200 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

80 - 130 cm

500 - 600 gr/plant

Blueberry. Citrus. Pepper. Royal Skywalker will blow your mind and taste 
buds simultaneously. Buckle up, and don’t let her THC content of 25% 
catch you off guard!



Watermelon
Watermelon OG S1

1 x €12,50-.

3 x €30,50-.

5 x €46,50-.

10 x €85-.

1 x €12-.

3 x €29-.

5 x €44-.

10 x €80-.

Blue Gelato
Blueberry x Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies x Sunset Sherbet

RQS  |  56

This productive cultivar will keep your stash jars topped up for weeks to 
come. These buds provide a euphoric and deeply relaxing sensation—
perfect for quiet evenings spent at home.

9 - 10 weeks

October

Balanced, Physically
Relaxing, Uplifting

Earthy, Diesel 150 - 200 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

80 - 130 cm

500 - 600 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  
±23 % THC  | LOW CBD

An indica-dominant hybrid, Watermelon packs high levels of THC and a 
mix of stoning terpenes. This phytochemical combination sends a hea-
vy and comforting wave of relaxation over the body.

7 - 8 weeks

October

Physically Relaxing, 
Sleepy, Calming

Fruity, Watermelon 150 - 200 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

80 - 130 cm

400 - 500 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  
±22 % THC  | LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Green Gelato 
Automatic
Green Gelato x Cookies Auto

5 x €40-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

10 x €75-.

25 x €150-.

Green Gelato Automatic marks the future of autoflowering 
genetics. In the past, many growers considered autos as fast 
strains that exchange speed for potency and yield. 
Although they were right, things have changed. Green Gelato 
Automatic belongs to a new generation of autos that outri-
val photoperiods in many areas. She packs a significant THC 
content of 24% and impressive indoor yields of up to 450g/
m². What’s more: she’s super easy to grow and resilient to be-
ginner error and fluctuating climates. Growers can expect to 
experience her intense high in less than 8 weeks after germi-
nating seeds.

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Physical, clear high

7 - 8 weeks

Earthy, Sweet 70 - 120 cm

70 - 120 cm

375 - 450 gr/m2

100 - 175 gr/plant 

55 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±24 % THC  |  LOW CBD



Royal Gorilla Automatic Royal Cookies Automatic
Gorilla x Cookies x Ruderalis Girl Scout Cookies x Ruderalis

RQS  |  58

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

25 x €150-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

25 x €150-.

10 x €75-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

This hard-hitting variety proves that autos can stand their own against 
photoperiods when it comes to potency. Her buds deliver THC levels of 
20% and a mellow body high that gives rise to laughter and chilled vibes.

As the progeny of Girl Scout Cookies and a ruderalis strain, she serves 
up the best traits of her parents in a small window of time. Sow these 
seeds and expect a good yield of sweet buds in a matter of weeks. 

6 - 8 weeks 6 - 8 weeks

10 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

10 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Stoned, physically
and mentally Relaxed and euphoric

Citrus, Pine, Fruity Earthy, Sweet60 - 140 cm 60 - 140 cm

325 - 450 gr/m2 325 - 400 gr/m2

60 - 120 cm 60 - 120 cm

120 - 170 gr/plant 130 - 180 gr/plant

30 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  20 % RUDERALIS
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD

20 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  20 % RUDERALIS
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD



Fat Banana Automatic Purple Queen Automatic
Fat Banana x Cookies Auto Purple Queen x Critical Auto

1 x €10-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €38-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

RQS  |  59

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

This gorgeous specimen will steal the show in your grow room and gar-
den. Her deep purple sugar leaves and bright green and orange buds 
put on quite the show. Her delicious earthy tastes go down a treat, too.

6 - 7 weeks

8 - 9 weeks 
after sprouting

Relaxing

Earthy, Citrus 80 - 140 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

80 - 130 cm

80 - 150 gr/plant

15 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±16 % THC  |  LOW CBD

Sweet and tropical tastes. A sleepy and cosy high. THC levels of 22%. 
What’s not to love? This feisty auto covers all the bases and has swiftly 
become a favourite amongst growers all across the world. 

7 - 9 weeks

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Cerebral and relaxing

Earthy, Sweet 80 - 120 cm

375 - 450 gr/m2

80 - 100 cm

90 - 175 gr/plant

25 % SATIVA  |  70 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±22 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Sweet ZZ Automatic Hulkberry Automatic
Sweet ZZ x Diesel Auto Hulkberry x Diesel Auto

RQS  |  60

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

25 x €150-.

10 x €75-.

As the autoflowering version of a legend, Sweet ZZ Automatic had a lot to 
live up to. And she didn’t let us down. Enjoy her body-slamming indica high 
and zesty tastes of citrus. Just make sure you have some snacks nearby!

6 - 7 weeks 6 - 7 weeks

9 - 11 weeks 
after sprouting

8 - 9 weeks 
after sprouting

Stoned Clear and energetic

Citrus, Sweet Sweet, Fruity70 - 120 cm 70 - 120 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2 375 - 500 gr/m2

70 - 120 cm 80 - 120 cm

90 - 175 gr/plant 80 - 150 gr/plant

65 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±21 % THC  |  LOW CBD

As a contender for the most stimulating auto on the planet, HulkBerry Auto 
zaps the brain with THC levels of 21% and a cocktail of energising terpenes. 
Inhale her essence in the morning to start the day in the right way

35 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±18 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Mimosa Automatic Purple Punch Automatic
Mimosa Auto x Orangeade Auto Purple Punch x Old Skunk auto

RQS  |  61

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

10 x €75-.

25 x €140-.25 x €150-. 25 x €140-.

This sativa-dominant strain delivers a jolt to the central nervous system 
that motivates and inspires. Blaze these flowers in the morning for tas-
tes of citrus and an energetic high that lasts for hours. 

7 - 8 weeks

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Uplifting and cerebral

Diesel, citrus 80 - 160 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

60 - 150 cm

90 - 130 gr/plant

65 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±21 % THC  |  LOW CBD

This strain exerts an intense body high that sets in fast and lingers for 
hours. Smoke these buds during lazy afternoons and relaxing evenings 
to forget about your worries and immerse your mind in the present. 

7 - 8 weeks

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Relaxing

Sweet, Fruity 80 - 120 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

60 - 110 cm

80 - 140 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  75 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±19 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Watermelon Automatic Sherbet Queen Automatic
Tropicanna Cookies x Lemon OG Pink Panties  x Cookies Auto

RQS  |  62

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

10 x €75-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

10 x €65-.

25 x €150-. 25 x €130-.

6 - 7 weeks

8 - 9 weeks 
after sprouting

Calming effect

Fruity, Watermelon

Crossbreeding Tropicanna Cookies and Lemon OG gave rise to Waterme-
lon Automatic-a flavourful phenom packed with refreshing terpenes. This 
fast-growing autoflowering strain contains a huge THC level of 20% and 
medium quantities of CBD.

90 - 120 cm

400 - 500 gr/m2

70 - 110 cm

100 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  75 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±20 % THC  |  MEDIUM CBD

6 - 7 weeks

8 - 9 weeks 
after sprouting

Relaxing

Sweet fruit

If you’re a fan of Cookies Auto, you’ll love Sherbet Queen Automatic. She 
ticks all the boxes, from impressive yields to sweet tastes and lots of 
THC. Enjoy her gentle, stoning high in the evening. 

90 - 120 cm

325 - 425 gr/m2

70 - 100 cm

80 - 150 gr/plant

30 % SATIVA  |  65 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Do-Si-Dos Automatic
Do-Si-Dos OG x Cookies Auto

5 x €40-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

10 x €75-.

25 x €150-.

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Deeply relaxing

7 - 8 weeks

Citric and sweet

Do-Si-Dos Automatic originates from a breeding project invol-
ving Do-Si-Dos OG and Cookies Auto.

She emerged from the combination with 60% indica genetics, 
35% sativa, and 5% ruderalis. This speedy autoflowering strain 
charges through the growing cycle in only 9–10 weeks, produ-
cing thick and sticky buds packing an impressive THC content 
of 20%. Enjoy a deeply relaxing high that soothes the muscles 
and the mind. Are you a fan of citrusy terpenes? If so, you’ll 
savour every toke of Do-Si-Dos Automatic.

100 - 140 cm

80 - 120 cm

350 - 400 gr/m2

100 - 150 gr/plant 

35 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

North Thunderfuck Auto Triple G Auto
North Thunderfuck x Ruderalis Triple G x Big Skunk Auto

RQS  |  64

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

10 x €75-.

8 - 9 weeks

10 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Physically Relaxing,
Uplifting

Lime, Earthy, Skunk

Quick to grow, this slightly indica-dominant autoflower provides an im-
pressive harvest in a matter of weeks, with tasty fruity terpenes and res-
pectable quantities of THC (21%) to boot.

120 - 150 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

90 - 140 cm

140 - 180 gr/plant

45 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±21 % THC  |  LOW CBD

8 - 9 weeks

10 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Clear, Fast Thinking, 
Motivating

Earthy, Candy,
Chocolate, Skunk

In need of a cognitive pick-me-up? Fire up these flowers in the morning 
to inspire crystal-clear thoughts and razor-sharp focus for the day ahead. 
The perfect wake and bake!

80 - 140 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

60 - 120 cm

90 - 140 gr/plant

15 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

10 x €65-.

Cookies Gelato Auto Royal Runtz Auto 
Cookies Gelato x Big Skunk Auto Royal Runtz x Ruderalis

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

10 x €65-.
RQS  |  65

8 - 9 weeks

10 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Balanced, creative

Fruity, Cookie, 
Earthy, Honey

This hard-hitting lady stands as one of the most potent autoflowering cul-
tivars available. She’ll lull you into a deeply peaceful state while serving up 
flavours of sweetness, honey, and fruit.

70 - 140 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

90 - 140 cm

80 - 140 gr/plant

20 % SATIVA  |  75 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±23 % THC  |  LOW CBD

7 - 8 weeks

10 - 11 weeks 
after sprouting

Long-lasting, Uplifting

Candy, Fruity

Light up your brain and relax your body with this balanced autoflower. 
Enjoy her at any time of day to keep focused and chill without getting 
too stoned.

70 - 120 cm

350 - 450 gr/m2

70 - 100 cm

70 - 100 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  45 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±19 % THC  |  LOW CBD



ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Royal CBG
Automatic

Solomatic

RQS  |  66

Stress Killer
Automatic

Tatanka Pure 
CBD

CBG

Purplematic CBD

DISCLAIMER: Royal Queen Seeds are sold under the con-
dition that they will not be used for purposes conflicting with 
local law. You are advised that the cultivation of cannabis 
plants may be punishable under your national law. Please 
consult your local laws and regulations to check if you may 
import this product to your country without breaching them. 
We will hold no liability for the misuse of this product.

Yield indoors 
dried (Up to)

Harvest period

Plant height indoorsFlowering time

Yield outdoors 
dried (Up to)

Plant height 
outdoors(Up to)

Effect

Flavor

5 ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS CBD 
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CBD CANNABIS SEEDS



Dance World   68 
Euphoria    68 
Medical Mass   69
Royal Highness  69
Royal Medic   70 
Painkiller XL   70 
Joanne ́s CBD  71 
Tatanka Pure CBD   71 
Stress Killer   72 
Fast Eddy   72 
Solomatic   73
Purplematic   73
Royal CBDV     74
Royal CBG     74
Royal THCV    75

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

RQS  |  67

CBD, or cannabidiol, offers an entirely diffe-
rent experience to the psychoactive effects 
of THC. 

The cannabinoid interacts with the en-
docannabinoid system in a different way 
to produce a clear-headed, relaxing, and 
non-psychoactive outcome.

Our CBD seed range offers a wide variety of 
phytochemical cocktails. 
Many cultivars offer equal parts CBD and 
THC, creating an extremely mellow and 
functional high. Other varieties possess 
massive quantities of CBD with no THC at 
all, resulting in a clear-headed effect suita-
ble for any time of the day. Whichever you 
choose, CBD will certainly help you unwind 
and enjoy life.

CBD PREMIUM Seeds

Cannabis cup winner
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Dance World Euphoria
Dancehall 20 x Juanita la Lagrimosa Great White Shark x CBD Dominant plant
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1 x €7-.

3 x €17,50-.

5 x €27-.

25 x €100-.

10 x €50-.

1 x €9-.

3 x €23-.

5 x €35-.

25 x €130-.

10 x €65-.

This well-balanced strain offers a perfect blend of CBD and THC. Equal 
quantities of the two cannabinoids synergise to create a motivating and 
clear-headed cognitive effect perfect for daytime use. 

Her name sums up her effects perfectly. A few hits of this High Life Cup 
2015 winner will elevate your mood and oil the cogs of your mind. Fire up 
this high-CBD variety before creative endeavours and cerebral tasks to 
guarantee productivity. 

8 - 10 weeks

Early October

A motivating and
inspiring feeling

Fruity, Pine, Spices

8 - 9 weeks

Early October

Sweet, Fruity80 - 120 cm 120 - 150 cm

475 -525 gr/m2 450 -500 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm 60 - 100 cm

400 - 450 gr/plant 450 - 500 gr/plant

75 % SATIVA |  25 % INDICA  |
±12 % THC  |  HIGH CBD

20 % SATIVA  |  80 % INDICA  |
±9 % THC  |  HIGH CBD

Balanced, Calming, 
Physically Relaxing



Medical Mass Royal Highness
Critical Mass x CBD dominant plant Respect 13 x Dancehall 24
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1 x €9,50 -.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €7-.

3 x €17,50-.

5 x €27-.

25 x €100-.

10 x €50-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

With CBD levels of 10% and almost identical amounts of THC, Medical 
Mass reduces feelings of nervousness, soothes the body, and ameliora-
tes tension. Smoke this High Life Cup 2015 winner during the day or just 
before bed for peace of mind.

10 - 11 weeks

Late September

Relaxing, clear high

Sweet, Spices 120 - 150 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  | 
±10 % THC  |  HIGH CBD

Royal Highness delivers a functional and motivating high without too 
much intoxication or euphoria. Use her as a wake-and-bake strain to 
keep you grounded when you have a busy and demanding day ahead.

9 - 10 weeks

Early October

A clean and clear high 
without euphoria

Fruity 80 - 110 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

425 - 475 gr/plant

60 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  
±14 % THC  |  HIGH CBD
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Royal Medic
Critical x Juanita la Lagrimosa

Painkiller XL
Respect 13 x Juanita la Lagrimosa

1 x €6-.

3 x €15-.

5 x €25-.

25 x €90-.

10 x €45-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.
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If a massive CBD content wasn’t enough, her insanely sweet and fruity 
tastes will win you over. Her energising terpenes synergise with her can-
nabinoid profile to produce a satisfying and social high that will leave 
you feeling talkative and content. 

Painkiller XL descends from CBD royalty as the progeny of Respect 13 
and Juanita la Lagrimosa. She offers a THC level of 9%, huge amounts 
of CBD, citrusy terpenes, and a high that utterly melts the muscles.

75 % SATIVA  |  25 % INDICA  |
±10 % THC  |  HIGH CBD

75 % SATIVA  |  25 % INDICA  | 
±9 % THC  |  HIGH CBD

9 - 10 weeks

Early October

A clean cerebral rush

Fruity

8 - 9 weeks

Late September

Physical, clear high

Citrus, Diesel120 - 150 cm

500 -550 gr/m2

80 - 120 cm

475 - 525 gr/plant

120 - 150 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm

500 - 550 gr/plant



Joanne’s CBD
Session x Juanita la Lagrimosa

Tatanka Pure CBD
Elixir Vitae x Medical CBD

1 x €10-.

3 x €27-.

5 x €40-.

25 x €150-.

10 x €75-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS
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CBD levels of 15% and practically no THC will keep your thoughts clear 
as day. Smoke or vape these buds all day long without compromising 
your productivity or sobriety. She also makes a great pre-bed smoke to 
reduce overthinking. 

A perfect strain for users looking for minimal levels of THC. Her cannabi-
noid profile weighs in at 0.2% THC with sky-high levels of CBD, resulting 
in a crystal-clear effect with no psychotropic element at all. 

75 % SATIVA  |  25 % INDICA | 
±0,25 - 0,75% THC  |  ±15% CBD

30 % SATIVA  |  70 % INDICA | 
±0,15 - 0,25% THC  |  HIGH CBD

7 - 8 weeks

Early October

Clean and clear high

Sweet, Spices

6 - 8 weeks

Early October

Clear-headed, and 
stress-busting high

Sweet, Spices140 - 180 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

80 - 120 cm

425 - 475 gr/plant

100 - 160 cm

400 - 450 gr/m2

70 - 110 cm

400 - 450 gr/plant

LOW THC LOW THC



Lemon Shining Silver Haze x Juanita la Lagrimosa Cheese x Juanita la Lagrimosa x Ruderalis

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

1 x €9,50-.

3 x €25-.

5 x €37,50-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €70-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS
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7 - 8 weeks

11 - 12 weeks 
after sprouting

Clear high, mental 
focus

Citrus, Haze

Put your mind at ease with this meditative strain. Stress Killer will evapo-
rate your worries, still your mind, and give rise to some deep conversa-
tions—all thanks to the grounding and soothing effects of CBD. 

7 - 8 weeks

10 - 12 weeks
after sprouting

Clear pain relief

The king of speed. If you’re looking for a swift yield of CBD-heavy buds, 
then look no further. After germinating these seeds, you can expect to 
harvest your personal stash around 10 weeks later. 

120 - 160 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

90 - 140 cm 

110 - 160 gr/plant

80 - 120 cm

400 - 450 gr/m2

60 - 100 cm 

80 - 130 gr/plant

60 % SATIVA  |  30 % INDICA  |  10 % RUDERALIS
±11 % THC  |  HIGH CBD

50 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |  10 % RUDERALIS
±9 % THC  |  HIGH CBD

Citrus

Stress Killer Autoflowering Fast Eddy Autoflowering



Diesel CBD x Asia CBD Auto Kush Rose Auto CBD x Afghan Rose Auto CBD

1 x €14,50-.

3 x €34,50-.

5 x €52,50-.

25 x €190-.

10 x €95-.

1 x €14,50-.

3 x €34,50-.

5 x €52,50-.

25 x €190-.

10 x €95-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS
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7 - 8 weeks

10 - 11 weeks 
after sprouting

Soft, clean and very
light

Citrus, Sweet

With CBD levels of 21% and upwards, you’ll be hard-pressed to find a 
richer source of cannabidiol. Enjoy smoking and vaping these flowers, 
or use them to make edibles and extracts to increase the amount of 
CBD in every dab or bite. 

40 - 70 cm

150 - 200 gr/m2

50 - 90 cm

30 - 80 gr/plant

LOW THCLOW THC

7 - 8 weeks

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Clean and very light

Tropical, Sweet, Fruit

This strain boasts magnificent looks. Her buds feature a deep purple 
core flanked by dark green, trichome-laden sugar leaves. More than just 
a pretty face, she delivers a warm and gentle experience with no psy-
chotropic effects.

100 - 140 cm

375 - 450 gr/m2

70 - 120 cm

100 - 150 gr/plant

LOW THCLOW THC

Solomatic Autoflowering Purplematic CBD Autoflowering

20 % SATIVA  |  70 % INDICA  |  10 % RUDERALIS
±1 % THC  |  ±21% CBD

5 % SATIVA  |  90 % INDICA  |  5 % RUDERALIS
±0,5 % THC  |  ±17% CBD



1 x €14,50-. 1 x €14,50-.

3 x €34,50-. 3 x €34,50-.

5 x €52,50-. 5 x €52,50-.

10 x €95-. 10 x €95-.
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25 x €190-. 25 x €190-.

Solomatic x Durban Poison Goliat Auto x High CBG Rich Clon

CBDV CBG

Royal CBDV Autoflowering Royal CBG Autoflowering

LOW THC LOW THC

Royal CBDV Automatic serves up large doses of the soothing, non-psy-
chotropic cannabinoid CBDV—in record time. Enjoy her clear-headed 
effects alongside delicious tastes of earth and pine.

Known as the “mother cannabinoid”, CBG is a non-psychotropic mole-
cule that exerts a relaxing effect that can be enjoyed alone or in synergy 
with THC and CBD-rich varieties.

75 % SATIVA |  20 % INDICA |  5 % RUDERALIS
±0,30 % THC | CBD 5 %  |  CBDV 5 %

75 % SATIVA |  20 % INDICA |  5 % RUDERALIS
±0,09 % THC | CBD HIGH  |  CBG: 6 - 8 %

5 - 6 weeks 7 weeks

8 - 9 weeks 
after sprouting

9 - 10 weeks 
after sprouting

Physically relaxing,
Clear

Lucid, 
non-psychoactive

Earthy and pine
Neutral with hints 
of vanilla

80 - 100 cm 80 - 100 cm

375 - 450 gr/m2 350 - 450 gr/m2

70 - 80 cm 80 - 90 cm 

110 - 150 gr/plant 30 - 50 gr/plant
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1 x €17,50-.

3 x €41,50-.

1 x €17-.

3 x €43-.

5 x €65-.

10 x €120-.

Royal THCV 
Pure African Sativa x Durban Haze

What is THCV?

This cultivar offers 7% THCV, 7% THC, and low levels of CBD, 
along with earthy, herbal, and fruity terpenes. Enjoy a subtle, ener-
gising psychoactive effect and rewarding yields.

THCV, also known as tetrahydrocannabivarin, also stems from 
the “mother cannabinoid acid” CBGA. As an analogue of THC, 
THCV bears a similar structure but has a different mechanism 
of action in the body. THCV works to block the receptor that THC 
activates, resulting in unique effects.

Late October

Clear, Motivating, 
Uplifting

9 - 10 weeks

Earthy, Herbal, Fruity 140 - 180 cm

80 - 120 cm

500 - 550 gr/m2

425 - 475 gr/plant 

95 % SATIVA  |  5 % INDICA  |
±7 % THC  |  ±7 % THCV  |  LOW CBD
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Critical White WidowAmnesia Haze Marula Fruit
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Mango Crunch

DISCLAIMER: Royal Queen Seeds are sold under the con-
dition that they will not be used for purposes conflicting with 
local law. You are advised that the cultivation of cannabis 
plants may be punishable under your national law. Please 
consult your local laws and regulations to check if you may 
import this product to your country without breaching them. 
We will hold no liability for the misuse of this product.

Yield indoors 
dried (Up to)

Harvest period

Plant height indoorsFlowering time

Yield outdoors 
dried (Up to)

Plant height 
outdoors(Up to)

Effect

Flavor

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS REGULAR
BEST SELLERS 2021 5

PREMIUM REGULAR
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Exotic Witch  78 
Garlic Mist   79 
Pumpkin Kush   79 
Marula Fruit   80 
Mango Crunch   80
White Widow    81 
Skunk XL   81 
Amnesia Haze   81 
Shining Silver Haze   81 
Critical    81 
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Our regular cannabis seeds offer growers a 50/50 
chance of emerging as male or female plants.
While many growers prefer feminized seeds, re-
gular seeds are paramount for those interested in 
breeding. 

When creating your own cannabis strains, you’ll 
need the pollen from male plants to fertilise your 
females. Regular seeds also offer many other be-
nefits. 
They possess stronger and more versatile gene-
tics are ideal for taking a cutting and growing out 
cannabis plants as clones — a process that saves 
a lot of time and offers much faster yields for both 
commercial and home growers.

REGULAR Cannabis Seeds

Cannabis cup winner
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Exotic Witch
West Indies Sativa x Indica 80’ 
Northen California

10 x €65-. 25 x €130-.

RQS  |  78

Exotic Witch offers an entirely unique cannabis smoking ex-
perience. Get these seeds in the soil when you’re looking to 
really try something new. This slightly indica-dominant strain 
descends from a West Indies Sativa landrace crossed with an 
Indica variety from Northern California. Merging these polar 
opposites created a strain that features a near-perfect equi-
librium. She exerts an extremely relaxing, heady, and happy 
effect that catalyses a surge in positive emotions. THC levels 
of 20% and tropical terpenes work to clear the mind, fuel abs-
tract thoughts, and boost productivity. Blaze her in the morning 
for a focused and enjoyable day.

Early October

Extremely relaxing, 
heady, happy effect

7 - 8 weeks

Fruity, Earthy, Tropical 120 - 160 cm

80 - 120 cm

450 - 500 gr/m2

500 - 550 gr/plant 

40 % SATIVA  |  60 % INDICA  | 
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD



Garlic Mist Pumpkin Kush
Original Garlic Bud x Cali Sativa Haze Lambsbread x pre-98 Bubba Kush

10 x €60-.

25 x €120-.

10 x €65-.

25 x €130-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS
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You’ve never experienced a terpene profile quite like this one. Tastes of 
spices and herbs converge to light up taste buds all over the tongue. A 
cerebral and euphoric high swiftly takes hold as the flavours fade. 

Using parent strains Lambsbread and Pre-98 Bubba Kush, our breeders 
created a strain that serves up tastes of chocolate complemented by a 
creative and stimulating high catalysed by THC levels of 20%. 

8 - 9 weeks

Early October

Relaxing, Euphoric 
and energetic

Chocolate, Sweet,
Earthy

8 - 9 weeks

Early October

Cerebral euphoric

Spices, Herbs 140 - 180 cm

475 - 525 gr/m2

90 - 140 cm 

650 - 700 gr/plant

140 - 180 cm

550 - 600 gr/m2

90 - 140 cm 

650 - 700 gr/plant

50 % SATIVA  |  50 % INDICA  | 
±19 % THC  |  LOW CBD

60 % SATIVA  |  40 % INDICA  |
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD



Marula Fruit Mango Crunch
Mendocino x Mozambica Mango Haze x Sour Diesel

10 x €70-.

25 x €140-.

10 x €60-.

25 x €120-.
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Pull these buds from their stash jar when you have a relaxing night ahead 
with nothing much planned. Although she’s sativa-dominant, her head 
high comes hand in hand with relaxing vibes, perfect for watching films. 

With almost unparalleled tastes of herbs, sourness, and fruit, Mango 
Crunch goes down a treat in a vape, as this is where her flavours really 
come to the fore. Bake this beauty into some brownies for a flavourful 
head high that will keep you focused and engaged.

7 - 8 weeks

Early October

Physical relaxing

Fruity, Earthy, Tropical

8 - 9 weeks

Early October

Herbs, Sour140 - 180 cm 140 - 180 cm

425 - 475 gr/m2 450 - 500 gr/m2

90 - 140 cm 90 - 140 cm 

600 - 650 gr/plant 500 - 550 gr/plantClear, Uplifting 

65 % SATIVA  |  35 % INDICA | 
±20 % THC  |  LOW CBD

80 % SATIVA  |  20 % INDICA | 
±16 % THC  |  LOW CBD



White Widow 

Amnesia Haze Shining Silver Haze Critical

Skunk XL

10 x €66-. 25 x €132-.10 x €66-. 25 x €132-.10 x €66-. 25 x €132-.

10 x €66-. 25 x €132-. 10 x €66-. 25 x €132-.10 x €60-. 25 x €120-.

10 x €60-. 25 x €120-. 10 x €60-. 25 x €120-. 10 x €60-. 25 x €120-.

10 x €60-. 25 x €120-.
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ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

Featuring the classics you know and love, RQS now 
delivers an uncompromising range of regular can-
nabis seeds. Resilient and stable, they’re perfect for 
growers who want to develop their skills and discover 
new variations on established genetics.

OUR CLASSICS 
AVAILABLE AS 
REGULAR SEEDS
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ROYAL TOP 10
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As one of the biggest seed banks in Europe, our 
range of genetics offers something for everyone.
At first, browsing through our vast collection can 
be overwhelming and confusing. 

To simplify the experience and help buyers find 
what they need, we’ve developed top ten break-
downs for each category to summarize the best 
strains within each. These cultivars truly represent 
the pinnacle of each niche, whether that’s massi-
ve levels of THC, high-CBD strains, or feminized 
strains guaranteed to provide high-quality flowers. 

Browse through our top ten lists to become im-
mediately acquainted with the phytochemical 
composition of each cultivar.
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Royal CBG Automatic 

Tatanka Pure CBD

Royal CBDV Automatic 

Purplematic

Joanne's CBD

Solomatic

Fast Eddy

Euphoria

Painkiller XL

Medical Mass

Quick One

Royal Dwarf

Royal Critical Auto

Blue cheese Automatic

Purple Queen Automatic

Sweet ZZ

Hulkberry Automatic

Watermelon Automatic

Sherbet Queen Automatic

± 0,09%

0,15 - 0,25%

± 0,3%

± 0,5% 

0,25 - 0,75%

± 1%

± 9%

± 9%

± 9%

± 10%

Easy Bud

 ±28 % THC

 ±27 % THC

 ±27 % THC

 ±27 % THC

 ±27 % THC

 ±26 % THC

 ±25 % THC

 ±25 % THC

 ±25 % THC

 ±24 % THC

Cookies Gelato

Hulkberry

Royal Gorilla

Royal Runtz

Green Gelato

Triple G 

Fat Banana

Wedding Gelato 

Shogun

Royal Skywalker 
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The specifications of each strain are subject to change following the re-analysis of available data.

5 to 6 Weeks

5 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

6 to 7 weeks

TOP FLOWERING TIME (LESS TIME) TOP HIGH CBD (WITH LESS THC)TOP CONTENT THC
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ICE
Critical
Bubblegum XL

White widow
Fruit Spirit

Painkiller XL
Royal Medic

Royal Kush Automatic
Quick One
Diesel Automatic

Royal Jack Automatic
Royal Bluematic

Dance World
Medical Mas
Royal Highness

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

5 x €32,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

3 x €21,50-.

5 x €32,50-.
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Let Royal Queen Seeds make the selection 
easy for you with our Feminized, Autoflowering 
or CBD Mix.

In each pack you will find 3 or 5 of our finest 
feminized strains.

Can’t decide which 
cannabis strains 
you want to grow?

FEMINIZED
AUTOFLOWERING 
AND CBD 
MIX PACK

FEMINIZED MIX

CBD MIX

AUTOFLOWER MIX 
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APPAREL & LIFESTYLE 

WELCOME TO
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APPAREL & LIFESTYLE

Re:stash | 4oz

Re:stash | 16oz

Re:stash | 12oz

Walnut Madera Green Kube 2.0

Re:stash | 8oz

Black Eco Kube

€30-.

€12,50-.

€26,.

€40-. €45-.
€19,50-.

€39,50-. €35-.

€22-.

€23-.

€20-.
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Plasma Lighter RQS

RQS Metal Embossed Grinder

RQS Wooden Rolling Tray

RQS Metal Pipe



WWW.ROYALQUEENSEEDS.COM

€45-.

€10-.

€15-.

€21-.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRODUCTS 
PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE

SCAN ME!

Available in

Available in

Available in

RQS Trucker Hat

RQS Lanyard

RQS Organic Hoodie

RQS Beanie
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BARCELONA
Carrer dels Tallers 1, B,
08001 Barcelona
Spain
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Step inside our Barcelona and Amsterdam, 
stores for high-quality products, fantas-
tic vibes, friendly staff, and mesmerising 
displays of glasswork. Our stores fit right 
into these weed-loving cities among the 
world-famous cannabis clubs and coffees-
hops.

ROYAL QUEEN
SEEDS
Brand stores



AMSTERDAM
Haarlemmerstraat 66B 

1013 ET Amsterdam 
Netherlands

AMSTERDAM
Damstraat 46 1012

JM Amsterdam
Netherlands
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GROWING 
ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS
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2.
1.

3.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS

100 g50 gr 500 g50 gr

€19.95-.€12.95-. €5,50-. €22-.
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Pellets
RQS pellets are an entirely organic all-in-one product that offers a balanced nutrient pro-
file. Long release design of the pellets supplies your plants with all the essential nutrients 
they need.

Easy Roots - Rhizobacter:
Alongside several species of bacteria, each packet of Easy 
Root Rhizobacter contains a synergistic form of algae that 
helps them to proliferate. The algal species protects the bac-
teria from fertiliser irritation and pH fluctuation, and also con-
tains 60 trace elements required by cannabis plants.

Easy Roots - Mycorrhiza Mix: 
Our unique blend of fast-acting spores takes the fuss and com-
plication out of growing, stimulating your plant’s root system 
with just 5 grams per plant. Suitable for all types of potted 
plants, Easy Roots Mycorrhiza Mix is the simple way to increa-
se root development, strengthen your plant’s resilience, and 
ultimately, improve your yields.

Put the seed(s) in the mixed soil and keep it hydrated

Mix 25 to 50g of pellets with 10 litres of substrate 
(Can be applied initially, during transplantation or 
onto the surface of the soil for top feeding)

The fertilizer will remain active in the soil for 10-12 
weeks

 RQS Pellet instructions
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1. 2. 3.

*  Distribute evenly to all plants.After dissolving the tablet,the prepared booster mixcan be kept for10 
days.After 10 days create new mix if required. Water plant with regular water for the last 2 weeks of 
the flowering phase.

1.

Apply Bloom Booster once 
flowers start forming

2.

2.

3.

Use mix to water 
plants until 2 weeks 
before harvest**

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.2.

3-5 L

€11-.€11-.€11-.€13,75-.€13,75-. €13,75-.€13,75-.€13,75-.€13,75-.€13,75-.
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Mix tablet 3xGrowth tablet 5x Mix tablet 5xBloom tablet 5x

Tablets
RQS tablets are a line of organo-mineral supplements, designed to boost your plants throughout their vegetation and flowering cycle. 
With our tablets, you will achieve higher yields and more abundant flowers.

Apply after germination

Apply Bloom Booster once 
flowers start forming

Use mix to water your 
plants*

Use mix to water 
plants until 2 weeks 
before harvest**

Dissolve in 3 to 5 liters of
water to create booster mix

* Distribute evenly to all plants.After dissolving the tablet,the prepared booster mix can be 
kept for 7 days. After 7 days create new mix if necessary. For optimal results, apply mix 
during the entire growth phase.

**  Distribute evenly to all plants.After dissolving the tablet,the prepared booster mixcan be kept 
for10 days.After 10 days create new mix if required. Water plant with regular water for the last 2 
weeks of the flowering phase.

Dissolve in 5 to 8 liters of 
water to create booster mix

Grow Tablet instructions

Bloom tablet instructions



€10,90-. €7-. €3-.

€13,75-.

Easy Plus 

x 3

€2,45-.
x 5 

€3,45-.
x 10

€5,45-.

ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS
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1. 2. 3.

* Distribute the solution evenly when watering. Each batch remains viable for 10 days. After this time, create a new mix as nee-
ded. For optimal results, use Easy Plus Micronutrients during the entire growing cycle. Stop applying two weeks before harvest 
to flush your plants.

Easy Plus Micronutrients offers an array of metals that cannabis plants require in small quantities. Nonethe-
less, these micronutrients, such as boron, iron, zinc, and manganese, fulfil crucial roles in plant physiology. 
Give your beauties a boost throughout the entire growing cycle with this expertly crafted formula.

Easy Plus Tablets instructions

Dissolve one tablet into
5–8 litres of water

Use the mixture to water your 
plants once every ten days.*

Apply after germination

ScrOG NettingBat GuanoSoil Plug Plant Training Clips
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€3-. €10,95-. €33-.

25 L

€8,70-.
19 L

€8-.
15 L

€6,80-.
8 L

€5,50-.
11 L

€5,90-.
4 L

€5,10-.
11 L

€6,50-.
8 L

€6,20-.
5 L

€5,90-.
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Curved Trimming ScissorsMini Pruning Shears Microscope for Smartphone

Geotextile Fabric Pot Geotextile Transplanting Pot



€4,95-. €1,50-. €4,95-. €1,50-.

€26-. €12,95-.€5,95-. €7,95-.
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255 ML 400 ML Fresh | Strawberry

MOISTURE FIGHTERS
What relative humidity level is right for you?

58 % Drier Flower

62 % Moist Flower

Which size is right for you?

67 g 1 lb / 450 g

8 g 1 oz / 28 g

58% / 67gr 58% / 8gr 62% / 67gr 62% / 8gr

Herb Dryer

Humidity Control Pack

Cannabis Odour NeutraliserWeed Jar
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€39,95-.
€6,95-.

€39,95-.
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The Easy Start seed germination kit is a fool-
proof, organic way to ensure successful ger-
mination. It is designed to help cultivators of 
all experience levels achieve the best results 
from the very beginning of their grow.

The RQS Feminized Seed Starter Kit comes 
with everything you need to get your canna-
bis seeds off to the strongest start possible

This includes a tray of Easy Start seedling 
pots, a packet of Bacto – a beneficial bac-
teria mix to encourage strong growth, a Pro-
pagator Pro, perlite, and lighting. To top it 
all off, we also include 3 RQS Critical seeds, 
ensuring you have a little something extra to 
add to your stash.

Royal Queen Seeds Starter Kit Autoflowe-
ring is here to make the process of starting 
your cannabis plants’ lives that much easier. 
The inclusion of Propagator Pro (comple-
te with perlite and LED lighting), Easy Start 
pots, and Bacto packets (healthy bacteria 
mix) ensure the perfect environment for ger-
mination. And of course, the kit comes with 
three seeds of the ever-popular White Widow 
Automatic.

Feminized

3 
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d critical seeds included

Autoflowering
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 White widow seeds included

*Also available separately

Starter Kit
Royal Queen Seeds
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FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRODUCTS 
PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE

SCAN ME!

In the case of a disparity in price between the Royal Queen Seeds catalogue and the website, the price on the website will display the valid cost of the item.
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CBD BY ROYAL QUEEN SEEDS
VEGANTHC < 0,2 %CO2 EXTRACTEDLAB TESTED
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€34,95-.CBG 2,5%
CBD 2,5%

€49,95-.CBG 5%
CBD 2,5%

CBD 15% €85-.

CBD 20% €109,95-.

CBD 5% €29,95-.

CBD 10% €57,50-.

CBD 30% €165-.

All Royal Queen Seeds CBD and CBG Oil products are registered in the Cosmetic Products 
Notification Portal (CPNP) that supports the implementation of Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009 of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 November 2009 on cosmetic products.

HEMP SEED OIL
As another component of cannabis, hemp seed oil 
serves as a holistic carrier.

MCT OIL
A natural product, medium-chain triglyceride (MCT) 
oil derives from coconuts.

OLIVE OIL
Rich in monounsaturated fats, CBD readily 
dissolves into our high-quality olive oil.

CBD OILS
CBD oil contains several cannabis phytochemicals, including the non-psychotropic molecule cannabidiol as well as terpenes. Royal Queen Seeds offers 
a range of different preparations including a variety of concentrations, cannabinoid profiles, and carrier oils. 

¿WHAT IS CBD?
Known as cannabidiol, CBD belongs to a chemical family known 
as cannabinoids. Cannabis manufactures these chemicals in 
small, mushroom-shaped glands called trichomes, and exudes 
them in the form of a viscous resin. Alongside the likes of THC, 
this non-psychotropic cannabinoid forms one of the major 
components of cannabis flowers. As a fat-loving molecule, CBD 
absorbs very well into carrier oils.

¿AND CBG?
CBG, or cannabigerol, shares quite a few things in common with 
CBD. As well as belonging to the cannabinoid family, CBG is 
also non-psychotropic. Known as the “mother cannabinoid”, the 
molecule serves as the precursor to CBD and THC.

CARRIER OIL | HEMP SEED OIL CARRIER OIL | MCT OILCARRIER OIL | OLIVE OIL
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KEEP ON GROWING
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